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After a delay of longer than a year,
the university has convened a search
committee to locate and hire the next
dean of the Jonathan M. Tisch College of
Citizenship and Public Service.
The college suspended its search for a
new dean in March 2011, following inaugural Dean Robert Hollister’s announcement in September 2010 of his intention
to retire at the end of the 2011-2012 academic year.
According to Interim Dean of Tisch
College Nancy Wilson, the search was
postponed because of impending changes in university leadership, as Provost
and Senior Vice President Emeritus
Jamshed Bharucha left Tufts to assume
the presidency at The Cooper Union.
“We started the search in fall 2010,
and it went on hiatus when [Bharucha]
announced he was leaving,” Wilson said.

“We suspended the search, and I was asked
to step in [in] July 2011,” Wilson said.
She has held the position for almost
a year and a half and previously served
as associate dean of Tisch College for
seven years.
“It is difficult to recruit deans when
you can’t tell them to whom they will
be reporting,” Provost and Senior Vice
President David Harris told the Daily in an
email, referring to the absence of a provost
when the search initially began. “We are
excited to hire a new dean now so that
Tisch can continue to build on the success
it has experienced in recent years.”
The professional search firm Spencer
Stuart will spearhead the search process, and Harris will act as the committee chair.
Representatives from Spencer Stuart
conducted meetings with various deans,
members of Tisch College, Tisch Scholars

Patrick McGrath

Daily Editorial Board

In the recent 2012 presidential election, 50 percent of youth ages 18 to
29 turned out to vote, totalling 23 million young voters, according to data
released by the Center for Information
and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE).
CIRCLE, an organization based
out of the Jonathan M. Tisch College
of Citizenship and Public Service, also
reported that the youth turnout rate
remained consistent with that of the
2008 election.
Peter Levine, director of CIRCLE,
explained that in order to calculate this
year’s young voter turnout, CIRCLE considered the proportion of voters who are
considered young voters, provided by
national polls; the total number of young
Americans, provided by the Census
Bureau; and the total number of votes

Champions!

Field hockey wins national championship
by

Kate Klots

Daily Editorial Board

One game into the 2012 season, it looked
like it would be a long fall for the 0-1
Jumbos, as Tufts traveled to play national
No. 1 Middlebury and gave up five straight
goals to its conference rivals in a 5-2 loss.
But ironically, in the end its season was the
longest of any Div. III field hockey team’s.
On Sept. 8, it got blown out, but on Nov. 18,
it claimed that No. 1 spot for themselves.

Yesterday, Tufts stormed past Montclair
State to become the 2012 Div. III National
Champion, seizing its 19th win of the
season in historic fashion. The Jumbos
became the second Tufts team to win an
NCAA team title and the first women’s
team to do so.
“To win a national championship has
been a dream for all of us and is a testament to what a great team this is,” senior
see FIELD HOCKEY, page 10

see TISCH, page 2
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cast, which comes from local election
officials around the United States.
“I was surprised because 50 percent
was also the rate in 2008, the year of the
young voter. Yet signs pointed to lower
turnout this year,” Levine told the Daily
in an email.
Statistically, level of education had an
impact on whether or not a young person headed to the polls, Levine said.
“Young people with some college
experience, about 60 percent of all young
people, voted at a rate of about 63 percent,” he said.
Levine added that the turnout for
non-college educated youth was 36
percent.
“Working-class and poor youth are
not participating and can still be ignored
by the media, the parties and policymakers,” he said.
According to Levine, the young voter
see CIRCLE, page 2

Courtesy Kevin Colton / William Smith College

The field hockey team celebrates on the field after it beat Montclair St. 2-1 to capture the
program’s first-ever national title and the first female team title for Tufts.

TCU Senate update

Senate unanimously passes safety resolution
	The Tufts Community Union (TCU) Senate
last night passed a resolution in support of the
implementation of additional safety measures
at the intersection of Packard Avenue and
Powderhouse Boulevard.
	The resolution, which passed unanimously,
comes in response to an incident on Nov. 8 in
which a Tufts student was struck by a motor
vehicle at that intersection and hospitalized.
Citing students’ concerns alongside a 2007
public safety report by the City of Somerville,
the resolution calls for the university to work
with government officials to “take immediate action in advocating for further pedestrian safety measures placed at the intersection of Packard Avenue and Powderhouse
Boulevard in Somerville, which would force
drivers to reduce speed and come to a full
stop at the intersection.” The resolution
will also be forwarded to Somerville Mayor
Joseph Curtatone and Director of Community
Relations Barbara Rubel.
	Senators debated multiple points at length,
arguing over whether the resolution should
include more specific suggestions for how

the government should improve the intersection. The original language included mention
of four-way traffic lights, crossing buttons at
crosswalks and creating a “raised intersection”
to deter drivers from crossing too quickly. The
body eventually decided that the city’s engineers would be better equipped to make such
suggestions.
	The Tufts Anthropology Collective received
$458 in New Group Funding to defray the
costs of attending two documentary screenings and a museum. The allocation was scaled
down from the group’s $580 request, as the
Allocations Board (ALBO) felt that buying tickets for up to 15 attendees was unjustified for a
10-member group.
	The TCU Judiciary was allocated $397.50, the
entire budget of the Tufts Judicial Advocates, a
group that seeks to advise students going
through the Tufts judicial system. Though the
group has existed for many years, they were
cut from last year’s budget when it was decided
that they were not a cohesive enough group to
warrant funding.
—by James Pouliot

Tufts Mock Trial places sixth in
annual Mumbo Jumbo tournament
by

Lizz Grainger
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Nick Pfosi for the Tufts Daily

The youth voter turnout for the 2012 presidential election held at 50 percent, according
to research conducted by the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement (CIRCLE).

Inside this issue
Tufts students venture
beyond Spanish and
French with Critical
Language Scholarship
programs.
see FEATURES, page 3

Tufts Mock Trial (TMT) hosted 22 teams
from 19 schools at the fifth annual Mumbo
Jumbo tournament held Nov. 10 and 11 in
Anderson Hall and Bromfield-Pearson.
The Tufts team came in sixth after plac-

ing first for the past two years.
This year’s competition featured many
nationally ranked teams from various
regions of the country, according to TMT
Co-President Lindsey Wright, a senior.
“The caliber of the competition defisee MUMBO JUMBO, page 2
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Committee seeks dean who will inspire active citizenship
TISCH

continued from page 1

for Citizenship and Public Service and the
Tisch College Board of Advocates to gather
university input, according to Wilson.
The committee, which is comprised of
faculty, university administrators, students,
alumni and community associates, first
met two weeks ago, according to sophomore Emani Holyfield, a member of the
search committee.
The search will extend into spring 2013,
Wilson said. Harris and University President
Anthony Monaco will make the final decision, according to Holyfield.
The search committee will help in designing the job description, creating an outreach
strategy and participating in the screening
and interviewing process, according to a
Nov. 2 email announcement sent out by
Tisch College.
Holyfield said that the committee has
already begun drafting a job description,
which will soon be available online.
“The Tisch College dean role is a little different than a traditional dean role because Tisch
College isn’t your normal college,” Wilson said.
“There is no faculty, we do not offer degrees.
We ... need someone who understands [the]
university environment and who is thinking

[about] how ... you introduce civic skills into
[the] broader university environment.”
In addition to bringing the mission of
Tisch College to the wider university community, the dean manages and supports
the college by building research and collaboration, Wilson said.
“At Tisch we don’t try to work with and
partner with every program, but provide
tools and frameworks so other programs
can build into and carry on without us,” she
said. “There are lots of people doing amazing work around the university, and civic
learning is in that.”
Wilson said she is interested in seeing
how the university-wide strategic planning process, which will identify the university’s goals over the course of the next
decade, will play into the role of the dean
of Tisch College.
“There [are] a lot of ways that active
citizenship and engagement feature in elements of that strategic planning process,”
she said. “It’s exciting to have a dean coming
in toward the end of the process and being
able to see what kind of agenda emerges.”
The new dean will have the opportunity to expand the relationships that Tisch
College has formed with the university
community over the past 10 to 12 years,

according to Wilson.
“We talk about inspiring students to want
to be active citizens, and to strengthen skills
and meet students where they are,” Wilson
said, noting that many students are directly
and indirectly impacted by Tisch College
through programs such as the Leonard
Carmichael Society, LIFT, Jumpstart, Tisch
Scholars and the Center for Information
and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement.
Holyfield hopes that Tisch College will
grow as a resource throughout the university, as well as increase its presence beyond
the Tufts community.
“Active citizenship should not be when
I step into Tisch College only,” she said. “I
want active citizenship that continues past
the doors of Tisch.”
Holyfield believes the appointment of
a permanent dean could revive interest in
exploring definitions of civic engagement
and active citizenship.
“I think it’s something Tufts students are
passionate about, regardless of if you’re
a Tisch Scholar or not,” she said. “Most
consider themselves active citizens, so it’s
important that each student has an opinion
on what active citizenship is and can better
utilize that with the power we have.”

Ashley Seenauth / Tufts Daily Archives

The university has assembled a committee to locate a replacement for former Dean of Tisch College Robert Hollister..
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Tufts Votes contributes to youth
voter turnout
CIRCLE

continued from page 1

turnout has been relatively stable for
the past three presidential elections,
but up compared to 1996 and 2000
turnout statistics.
“Since that time, parties have begun
to compete more for young voters and
a new generation, the Millennials, has
arrived,” he said. “Millennials are more
engaged than Generation X-ers, as
shown by their higher rates of community service as well.”
Junior Jacob Wessel, who heads Tufts
Votes, said that he was also surprised by
the turnout for this year’s election.
“Young voters are very much concerned about how policies will affect
them and in what ways this country
will go forward, and while there may be
talk of youth disengagement in politics
or in voting, I think young people really
do care,” he said.
Wessel explained that one of the hurdles that young voters face is registering
for the first time. As a result, Tufts Votes
held voter registration drives in the
weeks before the registration deadline,
as well as an Election Day shuttle service to the nearby polling locations.
He believes that some facets of the
voter registration system are outdated,
including the lack of online registration
in Massachusetts and the absence of an
online method for checking registration in the state.
“We registered over 1,000 students,
so I don’t know what would’ve happened without the voter registration
drive,” Wessel said. “The shuttles
were constantly used throughout the
day, shuttling students to the polling
places.”
Wessel recognized that the concerns of young voters vary across the
political landscape.
“Of course, generally the economy
was a big player in this election, and
young people in general want to make
sure that the job market is the best
it can be as we all look for employment, so that was probably a big issue,”
Wessel said.
Adriana Sclafani, a sophomore,
highlighted the role of the youth vote
in moving society forward and creating change.
“At first, I was on the fence about voting myself because I wasn’t sure where
I stood politically, but I realized that
not voting at all wasn’t a smart idea,”
Sclafani said. “We have a chance to have
our voices heard and actually influence
our society, so voting should unquestionably be on every young American’s
to-do list.”

Mock trial team looks ahead to Nationals
MUMBO JUMBO

continued from page 1

nitely increased a lot. We had a lot of
teams ranked in the top 10 in the country,”
TMT External Affairs and Public Relations
Officer Nick Teleky, a sophomore, said.
Wright noted that although many college teams requested entry to the tournament, only those with the most successful
records were selected to attend.
“I am actually proud of how our team
did and I’m impressed by the fact that
they didn’t get first because it shows that
the tournament is getting more and more
competitive in terms of our reputation as
a circuit and ability to attract teams,” she
said. “I think it shows that Mumbo Jumbo
is seen as a very competitive tournament.”
Mumbo Jumbo has become one of the
most competitive pre-season mock trial
tournaments in the country, according
to Wright.
“The first year of our tournament we
only had schools from the local area. As we
built up, we’ve had to be more exclusive,”
she said. “Every team that comes to our
tournament is an invite.”
“We’ve become a team that people know
and recognize, and with tournaments like
this, being more successful helps us network with other teams,” she added.
TMT only had one team comprised of
eight members compete in the tournament,

Wright said. However, the other members
of TMT helped run the tournament and
played roles on a bye-buster team.
“We had a bye-buster team because we
had an odd number of teams, which meant
we needed to fill one round,” Wright said.
“So we asked any people coming to observe
or coming with their teams to compete in a
role they’ve never done before. All different
schools come together to make a hodgepodge team.”
Other TMT members not competing on
the Tufts team had a chance to fill in for
members of the Northwestern University
and Wellesley College teams who fell sick,
according to Wright.
Eastern Michigan University came
out on top with a winning record of 7-1.
Second through fourth places, as well as
fifth through ninth places, finished with
tied records, 6-2 and 5-3, respectively.
“To figure out [how to break the tie] we
go to something called strength of schedule, which is the total number of wins of all
your opponents,” Wright said. “We see how
hard the teams were that you faced and
that determines who comes in second.”
Seven Outstanding Attorney Awards and
seven Outstanding Witness Awards were
given out at the tournament.
Junior Jennifer Kurzrok, who ranked
seventh of the Outstanding Witnesses,
was the only Tufts team member to

Courtesy Nick Teleky

Tufts Mock Trial last weekend hosted the fifth annual Mumbo Jumbo competition on campus, placing sixth overall.
receive an individual award.
TMT looks forward to their upcoming season, which officially starts in the
spring semester, Teleky said. With 10 new
members and many experienced returning members, the team has its eyes set
on placing at the American Mock Trial
Association National Championship
Tournament, he added.
“My favorite part was getting to watch
our new members really do a good job
since they’ve come a long way over the last

few months in learning what mock trial is
and how it works,” he said.
The team aims to send the maximum
of two teams to the regional tournament
after the Opening Round Championship
Series, where four Tufts teams will compete, according to Wright. She said they
also hope to send two teams to Nationals
and at least place in the top five.
“I think this year’s trial is the most competitive we’ve ever had. Every year Tufts
gets a little bit better,” she said.
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The study of Chinese and Arabic has seen a rise in popularity and interest as these critical languages grow globally in significance.

Critical languages prove popular choices
among students
by Jessica

Mow

Contributing Writer

In a world now more globally integrated than ever, the study of foreign
language is vital, as is having a supply of
professionals who can speak languages
of global importance.
Most Americans lack proficiency in the
languages defined as critical by the State
Department’s Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs (ECA). In order to promote
students’ focus on these languages, the ECA
sponsors a Critical Language Scholarship
(CLS) program, which offers fully funded
summer programs abroad in 13 critical languages for university students: Azerbaijani,
Bengali, Hindi, Indonesian, Korean, Punjabi,
Turkish, Urdu, Arabic, Persian, Chinese,
Japanese and Russian. Given Tufts’ rigorous
foreign language requirement and strong
international concentration, it’s no surprise
that Jumbos have taken advantage of the
ECA’s offerings.
Four Tufts students — three undergraduates and a graduate student — participated in CLS-funded institutes last summer, and a total of 27 Jumbos have participated over the past six years, according to
the CLS website.
According to Program Specialist for
Scholar Development in the Tufts Office
of Undergraduate Education Anne Moore,
CLS is intended to encourage more U.S.
citizens to learn languages that are important to foreign policy and practice those
languages abroad.
“I think [that the reason] why [CLS programs are] popular among Tufts students
has to do with both the language and the
skills that you gain, but also the prestige
attached to the grant,” Moore said. “It winds
up making you much more competitive
for other, similar grants ... like a Fulbright.
I would be really excited about helping students put their applications together.”
Of the ECA’s 13 critical languages, Tufts
only offers courses in Arabic, Chinese,
Japanese and Russian. According to
Department of German, Russian, and Asian
Languages and Literatures Chair Hosea
Hirata, a professor in the Japanese program,
popular demand is often the driving factor
behind developing a program in a particular
language, but not all demands can be met.
“There are some demands occasionally
for Korean language or Urdu. Those are
legitimate demands, [and] it would be really

wonderful if you could teach 6000 languages, but there are practical limitations to
having a language that we can offer,” Hirata
said. “The issue is, though, we don’t just
teach languages in this department. Every
major is connected with culture. For example, if you major in Japanese or Chinese, you
have to study Japanese literature, history,
culture, cinema and so on.”
Popular interest in certain languages
fluctuates over time, Hirata said, and is
often connected with current events in
the world. For example, interest in studying Japanese soared after the attack on
Pearl Harbor.
“[The] American government gathered
up all these very smart people and did
intense language training,” Hirata said.
“After the war, they went to Japan as translators for the military there. Some of them
became fascinated with Japanese culture,
and they became the very first pioneers in
Japanese studies.”
Sophomore William Beckham, who is
majoring in international relations and
studying Arabic, said that the Sept. 11
attacks were a driving force behind his curiosity to study the language and culture of
the Middle East.
“The Middle East kind of inseparably
became part of my life and the lives of a
lot of Americans,” Beckham said. “I felt like
there was a lot more to the Middle East than
just what we were seeing on the news.”
Senior Mark Rafferty, who is double
majoring in international relations and
Arabic, found that the attacks brought about
a change within the country.
“[I was] looking at America and looking
at a lot of the ignorance ... and a lot of the
racism that I saw in America, and I wanted
to be able to sort of reach out beyond that,”
he said.
On the other hand, there are some languages, such as Russian, that many students
are losing interest in.
“During [the] Cold War, Russian was big,”
Hirata said. “But after the Berlin Wall crumbled and [the] Soviet Union became nonexistent, Russian sort of decreased a little bit,
but it is still counted as a critical language ...
There’s a shortage of people who can speak
Russian in this country.”
Critical languages have also been deemed
highly useful in certain careers, though professors and students tend to agree that the
usefulness of a language depends on the
chosen career.

“Every language I think really should
help you shape your career because there’s
always a demand for not only even linguistic competency, but a cultural competency,”
Hirata said.
According to Hirata, because proficiency
in critical languages is so rare, it is often a
major factor for employers choosing among
candidates for a job.
“If you go to China, or Japan, you find out
that they don’t understand English and if you
become fluent in Chinese or Japanese, then
you become one of the very few Americans
that knows these languages, and that’s an
instant advantage,” he said.
Senior Rebekah Liebermann, who is
majoring in international relations and
studying Arabic, said that she believed
her competency in the language has been
advantageous in applying to internships.
“I think that [it] certainly helped, and
Arabic can be useful in all kinds of fields, not
exclusively government or State Department
jobs,” Liebermann said.
Beckham agreed, referring to a lecture
he attended on the hiring process for ESPN
that was enlightening on the subject.
“I went to a talk a couple of weeks ago
about working at ESPN, and they said that
they weren’t just recruiting people who
speak Spanish because ESPN wants to
cater its programming to people who speak
Spanish, they also wanted Arabic speakers
because of the World Cup coming up in
Qatar,” Beckham said. “There are a lot of
emerging business opportunities, especially
in the Gulf, and not for just oil, as Arabic
has the potential to become an important
language for business in the future.”
However, Liebermann would not advise
a student to take Arabic for the sole purpose of advancing his or her career.
“If you don’t enjoy learning about the culture, if you don’t enjoy memorizing words
that sound nothing like English, then you’re
not going to stick it through for however
long you’re taking it,” Liebermann said.
Beckham and Rafferty agreed that their
love of Arabic culture was the rationale
behind their studies, and the studies of
most students taking Arabic at Tufts.
“[There are] people who are graduating
to work as Arabic teachers just of the language just because they love the language
so much,” Rafferty said. “I think that the
department here ... encourages that, [and]
tries to help us to learn about the culture,
and not just the language.”

hate to out myself like this, but I have
a confession: I am an aviation history
nerd. One of my all-time favorite books
is “Skyward” (1928), Richard Byrd’s
memoir of his historic attempt to complete the first flight to the North Pole. And
here’s another confession: one of the only
things getting me through these final, hellish weeks of the semester is the thought of
reading Charles Lindbergh’s memoir of his
transatlantic flight, “We” (1927), uninterrupted over winter break.
However, like any aviation history junkie,
I was itching for a quick fix before settling
into my winter reading and, surprisingly
enough, I found it in our Archives. I now
present the story of Melvin W. Hodgdon (E
’18), political activist, record setter and the
original flying Jumbo.
Melvin W. Hodgdon (no relation to
Hodgdon Hall), who was also known as “Mel”
and “Hodgy” around campus, actively pursued his interest in aviation while studying for a B.S. in mechanical engineering.
Hodgy’s first major appearance in the historical record occurred when he was the subject
of a 1917 Tufts Weekly article entitled “Tufts
Flier Drops Literature.”
During a home football game against
New Hampshire State University, fans were
stunned by the “presence of a biplane which
circled East Somerville and approached very
near the Tufts playing field,” which left a trail of
leaflets fluttering in its wake. The pilot of that
biplane was none other than Mel Hodgdon,
who busied himself with the distribution of
“large quantities of Republican campaign literature ... from a height of between 3000 and
4000 feet” during the 1917 Massachusetts
gubernatorial race.
While political activism is great, it seems
like this power might have gone to Hodgy’s
head. When asked about the potential impact
of his aerial politicking, Hodgdon stated,
“Had I been a German or other enemy with
bombs aboard it would have been easy as
whistling to have wrecked any building at my
pleasure.” I suppose we should all be thankful that Mel decided to use his aerial power
for good, or at the very least that he wasn’t
building bombs in the Pearson labs.
In addition to publishing this terrifying
interview, the Weekly also made the rather
bogus claim that Hodgdon’s flight represented the first time an airplane was used for
“political purposes.” Sure, Hodgdon probably
set a record by being the first person to drop
political propaganda from the air, but I think
airplanes served pretty political purposes
during all those battles during World War I.
A year after graduating, Hodgy set his
second groundbreaking record. In 1919, the
Boston Globe sponsored a contest for the
fastest flight between Boston and Atlantic
City, promising cash prizes and a trophy to
the winner. Hodgy initially made big news
as the first aviator to successfully complete
the route in a record-setting three hours and
59 minutes — and that time even included
an hour and 16-minute stop to refuel on
Long Island.
Unfortunately, Hodgy’s record was obliterated two weeks later by Captain Mansell
James of British Air Force, who made the
same flight in one hour and seven minutes.
Hodgy did come in second place, though,
and took home the $500 cash prize, though it
is unclear whether he also received a trophy.
Silly as they might seem, these transparent
records and false victories are exactly what I
love about early aviation history: Because it
was an entirely new field without any standards for success, everybody was a winner
simply by virtue of participation. Although
Hodgy might not exactly have set timeless
records, he was certainly the first Jumbo to
accomplish these feats and for that, Melvin W.
“Hodgy” Hodgdon will always be my favorite
flying Jumbo.

Alanna Tuller is a senior majoring in
English. She can be reached at Alanna.
Tuller@tufts.edu.
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Pete Townshend impressed with his guitar work on songs throughout the night.

The Who resurrect ‘Quadrophenia’ at
Boston’s TD Garden
by

Dan O’Leary

Daily Editorial Board

When The Who announced earlier
this year that it was going to embark
on a tour performing its classic album
“Quadrophenia” (1973), some may
have assumed this band was merely
coasting on its previous successes. But
from the opening song on Nov. 16 at
TD Garden, it was evident that The
Who was not just taking the easy way
out. The 39-year-old “Quadrophenia,”
filled with intricate parts and demanding vocal lines, is a difficult album for

any group to perform in its entirety, let
alone for a band whose two principle
members are nearing the age of 70.
The Who was faced with quite a challenge on this tour, but Friday’s triumphant concert proved that the legendary band can still deliver an incredible
and inspiring performance.
The Who took the stage with the ambient ocean noise of the album opener “I
Am the Sea” playing in the background.
With the rest of the band standing at
attention ready to begin, a lone spotlight shone on lead singer Roger Daltrey
as he howled, “Can you see the real me?

Can ya, can ya?” Immediately, the band
launched into “The Real Me.” Leading
the charge was the furious riffing of
guitarist Pete Townshend who, besides
Daltrey, was the only other original The
Who member on stage. Townshend and
Daltrey were accompanied by drummer Zak Starkey, bassist Pino Palladino
and guitarist Simon Townshend, as well
as a horn and keyboard section. The
band ripped through the song with the
energy of musicians half their age, giving a remarkably fierce performance
see WHO, page 6

Music Review

Weeknd triumphs with long-awaited Trilogy
by Joe Stile

Daily Editorial Board

Since the 1960s, parents have warned
of the dangers of sex, drugs and rock
’n’ roll, but never have these threats

Trilogy

The Weeknd
Universal Republic
seemed as menacing as they do on
The Weeknd’s studio debut. “Trilogy,”
which includes remastered versions of
the R&B singer’s three mixtapes along
with a trio of new songs, is an epic saga
about Abel Tesfaye — AKA The Weeknd
— and his struggle with hard drugs,
loveless women and his own inability
to love.
On “Trilogy,” Tesfaye battles his
demons and the ramifications of his
lifestyle as he rotates through numb
encounters with women and illicit
substances. As the three-disc collection progresses, Tesfaye descends farther and farther into his sad and solitary life.
Broken down into three distinct
sections called “House of Balloons,”
“Thursday” and “Echoes of Silence,” the
album takes traditional R&B structure
and throws in ambient noises, experi-

Fred von Lohmann via Flickr Creative Commons

Lengthy “Trilogy” packs quite a punch with over two and a half hours of music.
mental post-rock techniques, electronic stylings and other industrial methods
to create a sound that’s simultaneously
familiar and alien.
“Triology’s” style is similar to The
Weeknd’s established lyrics and persona. However, while Tesfaye covers the

much of the same ground as other R&B
artists, he takes everything to a much
more ominous and threatening place.
A 30-track debut may seem intimidating for new listeners, but the
see WEEKND, page 6

erhaps one of the most glamorous
products of fashion, easily disseminated to far corners of the globe, is
fashion photography. Major magazines with deep pockets like Vogue and
Harper’s Bazaar have travelled the world,
shooting editorials in Peru or along the Great
Wall of China. The idea of going on-location
inspires envy as copy editors and stylists,
used to working in the confines of a metropolitan area, dream of exotic spots and a
little relaxation. The result: richly textured
shots with a local, authentic flavor. You can’t
fake that. Unfortunately, however, this is not
the norm for most fashion shoots, whether
they are editorial or commercial. Oftentimes,
the main components required of a fashion
shoot are a lot of stamina and long 12-hour
days on your feet to create the perfect Target
advertisement or Ralph Lauren perfume ad.
This is exactly what the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston wanted to show when it organized two fashion photography demonstrations earlier this month. Local artist Tracy
Aiguier has been shooting fashion-based
photography for more than 20 years and is a
staff member of the School of Fashion Design
in Boston. This past Wednesday evening,
Aiguier recreated the studio setting of a fashion shoot and walked the public through the
creative process. With the audience formally
seated to her left and a glass wall to her right,
Aiguier made the staged scenario interactive
for passersby in the museum as well as those
who wanted a step-by-step demonstration.
“My M.O. is to keep it simple,” said Aiguier,
as she watched the finishing makeup touches being applied to the model, a young
woman from the Dynasty Modeling agency.
“I prefer to build up the shoot as opposed to
eliminating from it.”
As the smell of hairspray hung in the air,
Aiguier explained the lighting and backdrop
set-up, as well as the exact qualities of her
Nikon camera, which she joked was “obsolete as soon as [she] bought it.” There was
no stylist on set, which subtly affirmed the
amateur setting. The model zipped into a
red columnar gown made by a local Boston
designer that screamed Zac Posen with its
Hollywood glamour, paneling and fishtail
detailing in the back. Aiguier began snapping
away, talking out loud in a stream of conscious manner as she worked.
In photo shoots that I have previously
worked for website product shots, editorial
covers and lookbooks, there was always a
certain rushed urgency. Especially when a
brand is shooting product shots, the day
can drag on forever, as each perfect frame
needs to highlight the flattering qualities of
the clothes and each piece must be wrinklefree and smooth. Models get tired and even
faint — yes, I’ve heard of this happening a
few times — the lighting gets overheated and
the photographer becomes more demanding with time.
Though I only stayed to watch the presentation for about 30 minutes, I do wish
that the model had spoken about the tricks
of her trade. During the shoot, Aiguier gave
her instructions and an assistant with a blow
dryer gave artificial oomph to the model’s
hair and dress hem. Typically, the better the
model, the less direction a photographer
needs to give them. Awareness of limbs, subtle movement and eye intensity translates
to stronger photographs. Modeling, though
glamorous, is often written off as an easy job
fit for someone with a pretty face. Talking
about the model’s role in a shoot would have
added an interesting second perspective.
Regardless, the audience was completely
entranced. Aiguier’s interactive style opened
the lens of fashion photography and in a
sense, unraveled some of the spin. Mario
Testino may conceive the sexiest images
today, but some of us want to know how
those came about.

Elizabeth Landers is a senior majoring
in political science. She can be reached at
Elizabeth.Landers@tufts.edu.
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‘Trilogy’ showcases Abel Tesfaye’s singing and songwriting prowess
WEEKND

continued from page 5

album’s opener, “High for This,” does an
impressive job of encapsulating what’s
so special about The Weeknd. The song
is incredibly sinister and creates a distinct aura by conspicuously holding
back from its audience. It also gives a
glimpse of the world that Tesfaye lives
in, where hard partying and hard feelings are the norm.
On “High for This,” Tesfaye tells a
girl he’s just met that, even though she
doesn’t like drugs, she will wish she
were high when she figures out what he
is about to do to her. It’s left to the listener’s imagination what nefarious act
Tesfaye is planning, which makes the
song all the more chilling. Despite the
dark content, his vocals are practically
angelic on the track and his singing feels
reassuring and enticing. The bassline
chops Tesfaye’s voice while the layering
and echoing effects make his formerly
comforting line, “I’m right here,” seem
more like a taunt. As the drugs kick in,
the bass line becomes overpowering and
dubstep-esqe, making the track incredibly disorienting.
Like his contemporaries, The-Dream
and Frank Ocean, Tesfaye isn’t just creating a song — he’s creating a world. His
world just happens to be more frightening and deranged than that of any other
R&B artist working today.
Besides the amazing music, The
Weeknd impresses fans with his strong,
cohesive image. Every move he makes
and each album he releases is the result
of a calculated, thought-out decision.
It all is part of the persona he is trying
to cultivate.
The Weeknd often uses the moniker
XO. To most, this name just looks stylish,
but it’s also another way Tesfaye creates
a multifaceted representation of himself.
XO is a universal symbol for a hug and
a kiss, which speaks to The Weeknd’s
obsession with sex and love on his debut
album. XO is also an obscure club term
for taking both ecstasy and oxycontin,
which mirrors Tesfaye’s experiences with

jyw104 via Flickr Creative Commons

The Weeknd’s debut delves into the darkness of Abel Tesfaye’s psyche.
drugs. With just two simple letters, The
Weeknd is able to signify two major and
prominent motifs on his record.
While many people already have
older versions of the songs found on
“Trilogy,” the remastering makes them
worth buying again. The guitar on “The
Morning” is sharper, the vocals on

The Who brings audience to its feet
WHO

continued from page 5

of a song that has been a staple of its
live sets for decades. The audience was
certainly impressed by the effort, with
Townshend eliciting a huge cheer for his
famous windmill guitar technique.
The Who then proceeded to present
“Quadrophenia” as a continuous work.
Instead of either Daltrey or Townsend
providing commentary between songs,
the group used the original sound effects
from the album as transitions. Much of
“Quadrophenia’s” strength derives from
how the songs continue to build into
one another, and the decision to let
the music speak for itself allowed the
album’s momentum to gradually build
throughout the performance.
As The Who performed, footage of
some of its past concerts played simultaneously on the large video screens
around them. This touch provided an
excellent representation of the band’s
history. Although showing footage of the
band in its prime — including some of
late members John Entwistle and Keith
Moon — could have potentially upstaged

Dan O’Leary for The Tufts Daily

The Who delivered a spirited rendition of
its classic album ‘Quadrophenia’ at Boston’s
TD Garden.

the current incarnation onstage, Daltrey
and Townshend held their own throughout the night. Daltrey’s voice was in
surprisingly good shape for the majority
of the concert, and his passion compensated for any high notes that he
failed to reach. Townshend continued to
deliver impressive performances song
after song, ranging from the intimate
on “Sea and Sand” to the energetic “The
Punk and the Godfather.”
To kick off the second half of the
album, The Who burst into a momentous performance of “5:15.” This
impressive delivery saw the band firing
on all cylinders as Townshend and the
horn section battled over the main riff,
while Daltrey swung his microphone in
a frenzied whirlwind during the instrumental breaks. The band stretched the
song out into a 10-minute jam complete with a virtuosic solo by the late
bassist John Entwistle, courtesy of the
vintage video footage incorporated
into the performance. Late drummer
Keith Moon also had a virtual cameo
during “Bell Boy,” where old film of
him singing lead vocals was similarly
integrated into the show.
The other highlight of the evening
came at the end of the concert, with
the closing track “Love, Reign o’er
Me.” Even though it is one of the most
vocally demanding tracks of the entire
album, Daltrey gave a phenomenal performance and nailed the song’s ending
scream. The crowd was visibly moved
by this effort and gave the band a standing ovation.
After thanking the audience, The Who
began an encore comprised of its greatest hits, including “Behind Blue Eyes,”
“Baba O’Riley” and “Won’t Get Fooled
Again.” Some of these songs are counted
among the most famous works in rock
history and the opportunity to see these
classics alone played live was worth
the price of admission. Their inclusion
in the show only enhanced an already
extraordinary night, one that celebrated
the legacy of The Who and proved that
this band still has quite a knack for fantastic live performances.

“Same Old Song” are heavier and the
drums on “The Birds, Pt. 1” pop more.
These subtle, yet pleasant changes ultimately make the tracks feel fresher and
more alive. It’s almost like hearing the
songs in HD for the first time.
Listening to the entirety of “Trilogy”
in one continuous sitting is like experi-

encing a gritty indie film. Over the more
than two and a half hours of music,
themes of love, isolation and self-hatred
emerge as Tesfaye continues his descent
into the darkness. It’s a hell of a ride, and
with his release of “Trilogy,” The Weeknd
is sure to continue his reign as one of
music’s next great talents.
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Online courses should count for credit

A report this week from the American
Council on Education (ACE) initiated a
discussion on the qualification processes for Massively Open Online Courses
(MOOCs). It announced the partnership between the ACE, a top institution
in the world of higher education, and
Coursera, a company that makes courses available online, to ascertain whether
certain ones are on par with traditional
college classes and, therefore, deserve to
be counted for credit at different schools
across the country.
“With the additional benefits of ACE
credit recommendation for Coursera
courses, students will have an unprecedented opportunity to obtain recognized credentials for their work,” former
President of Princeton and the Mellon
Foundation William G. Bowen said in
a New York Times article published
on Nov. 13. For those able to access
MOOCs, these alternatives to tradition-

al classroom courses can offer a more
affordable gateway to better education
and, eventually, better employment.
Assuming the coursework is comparable, we believe these should be counted
for course credit.
MOOCs have the potential to open
academic doors for everyone with
Internet access and the ability to pay the
necessary fees. Participants can expand
their minds — and resumes — in a time
when education has become increasingly
expensive and jobs are still difficult to
come by.
The report by the ACE expresses support for the idea and discusses methods
to make sure the courses are properly
accredited. In an article for the Chronicle
of Higher Education, President of the ACE
Molly Corbett Broad said that the process
would be “similar to the way regional
accreditation works.” To attain the level
of credibility looked for in these cours-

es, the Chronicle article discussed the
importance of student verification and
proctored examinations as well as other
mechanisms to deter cheating, such as
webcam usage. Other entities in the free
course industry such as Udacity, a startup
competing with Coursera, and edX, the
non-profit started by Harvard University
and M.I.T., use end-of-course exams at
testing centers run by Pearson as their
method of course and student verification, according to the Chronicle.
The Internet has connected us in ways
that were unimaginable little more than
a decade ago. MOOCs and education
initiatives like them are concrete applications of the digital connectivity that the
web has brought us, along with broad
and beneficial implications. If successful,
institutions like these could fundamentally change the way we learn, how much
it costs to learn and the number of people
with the opportunity to do so.
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This Monday was supposed to see the
start of the trial of Al Baghdadi al Mahmoudi,
the former Prime Minister of Libya under
Muammar el-Qaddafi. He is facing charges of
corruption and for ordering mass rape during
last year’s uprising. The trial was scheduled to
start only four days after Libya’s parliament
swore in their Prime Minister Ali Zeidan’s
cabinet, the first democratically elected government Libya has seen in four decades.
Although al Mahmoudi’s trial has been postponed for a month, Oct. 20, 2012 marked the
one-year anniversary of former Libyan ruler
Qaddafi’s death and al Mahmoudi’s trial is an
important reminder that, although Libya is
moving in the right direction, Qaddafi’s legacy
continues to present challenges for Libya’s
transition to democracy.
In his 40 years of power, Qaddafi suppressed
Libyan civil society, violently repressing any
perceived threat to his rule. Qaddafi was ruthless and unforgiving. University students, a
source of potential for change, knew this all
too well. In April 1977, following university
student protests in 1976, Omar Dabbob and
Mohammaad ben Saud were hanged in public
on the campus of Tripoli’s Al-Fateh University.
Leaving nothing to chance, the hangings were
broadcasted on state television, in case anyone was still unaware of the consequences of
dissent. The students had held anti-Qaddafi
protests in light of his declaration banning all
independent student unions. Between 1977
and 1984, April 7 was a day of annual public
student executions and a tragic symbol of the
demise of Libyan civil society.
Although civil society is showing promising signs of revival, it is still incredibly weak
after decades of violence and oppression.

Since Qaddafi’s death, private media has been
allowed to operate again, seeing a proliferation
of services such as an English-only radio channel. Such services would have been unheard
of under Qaddafi’s rule and have helped move
Libya’s press to be given the status “partly
free” in the 2012 Freedom House Index. These
tentative signs of progress, while positive,
are exactly that: tentative. Only last year, the
Freedom House Global Press Freedom Index
placed Libya fourth to last, narrowly beating
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and North Korea.
Libya’s weak civil society is also threatened
by a traditionally divided Libya. Libya has
always been a country more divided, both
regionally and tribally, than unified. One of
Qaddafi’s political talents was to manipulate
the rival sentiments between regions, cities
and tribes in a classic divide-and-conquer
or, more accurately, a divide-and-control
maneuver. Today, these exacerbated natural
divisions in society are compounded by the
current ubiquitous presence of firearms. Oct.
24 saw government aligned militias, finally,
proclaiming victory over Qaddafi loyalist militias in Bani Walid, a Qaddafi loyalist hold out.
It had taken them an entire year.
That Bani Walid was won by governmentaligned militia, not by the government military force, is an important distinction, reflecting the weakness of the central government.
Only two hours west of Bani Walid is the city
of Misurata, transformed in the past year into
a de facto city-state by all the violence. Visitors
are greeted by a formidable wall of checkpoints and a ready view of armed militias
guarding the city borders.
One year after Qaddafi, Libya has defied
critics’ fears of a civil war. But with a weak
civil society marred by tribal and regional
factionalism, Zeidan and his government
must focus strengthening the foundations of

civil society and reconciliation. Calls a year
ago to form various Truth and Reconciliation
Committees, inspired by the South African
focus on accuracy and healing, should not
be forgotten. The process of reconciliation is
just as important of an antidote to decreasing
violence as law enforcement, both in the long
and short term.
Recently the International Criminal Court
has asked that Libya not grant amnesty to
Saif al-Islam Qaddafi, former heir-apparent.
While Zeidan and his government might be
tempted to grant amnesty to past perpetrators, the process of reconciliation requires
thinly balancing the need for a country to forget and move on, and the need for a country
to remember.
Reconciliation on a more national, or
collective, level is essential for a country to
come to terms with its past. The role of Tripoli
Revolutionists Council (TRC) lies in their ability to introduce to society a respect for the
rule of law. By creating peace and stability
through the rule of law, reconciliation will be
a key component to a successful transition to
democracy for Libya. Hence, it is important
that Zeidan does not extend amnesty to Saif
al-Islam Qaddafi and that he allows the ICC to
continue their inquiries.
The recent Libyan focus on individual trials
as a way of reckoning with the past should
be supplemented by a strategy to include
all stakeholders of the conflict. Since Libya
faces the danger of factionalism, TRCs should
focus on “group sessions” where tribes come
together in a safe space to have meaningful
dialogue.
Four decades of repression and violence
will not die overnight. It will be a long process, surely dented by a few setbacks here
and there. But it is important to start the
process now.
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The Nov. 15 article “’A Man of No Importance’ explores charged topics” stated that Torn Ticket II used an outside dialect coach to help students
perfect their Irish accents. In fact, Torn Ticket II was aided by a faculty member of the Tufts Drama department, Barbara Wallace Grossman.
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Mashed potatoes, hummus and settler colonialism
by

Matthew Parsons

There’s something about November that
never fails to transport me back to my days
in elementary school. I remember the excitement boiling up in my stomach in anticipation of that ambiguous period known as “the
holidays.” It was finally time to dust off the
age-old story of Thanksgiving and cut feathers out of red, yellow and orange construction paper for my headdress. My heart would
always flutter at the thought of being able to
reveal to yet another group of people that I
am related to William Bradford — “the guy
who invented Thanksgiving” I would boast.
At the same time, however, we were all
aware that there was something off about the
holiday. We knew that there were people here
before us and that we shouldn’t refer to them
as Indians because that was racist. Instead
we call them Native Americans. That gave
them the credit they deserved. There was
also something about a trail and tears and
blankets and smallpox.
Of course, at the time I did not know
that “settler colonialism” was the phrase
used to describe what my ancestors had
done to the indigenous population. At its
most basic form, settler colonialism can be
defined as a specific deployment of colonialism that involves the settlement and subsequent reproduction of a foreign population
on another’s land, generally resulting in the
eviction of the indigenous population.
Our annual retrospective of the First
Thanksgiving presents us with a narrative
of the Pilgrims’ courage and triumph that
distracts from this blatant example of settler
colonialism. We applaud the first settlers for
finally succeeding in cultivating the “New
World,” yet rarely do we mention that this
eventuated the violent expulsion of Native
Americans. Even when we do choose to
acknowledge the blood on our hands, we
speak of it as something of the past, as something that our ancestors did, as something
that we can’t change.
Unfortunately, it is insufficient for us to
limit our understanding of settler colonialism to just “that unfortunate part of our
history” because it did not end with the
physical occupation of New England and
the ethnic cleansing of the natives. Rather, it
has become a mindset that has been dangerously internalized by our society.
Why do we fill our stomachs with mashed
potatoes, squash, cranberry sauce, turkey and
pumpkin pie? The answer is simply that they
make us feel American. I am not talking about
the same American-ness that we feel when
we go to a baseball game. Instead, these foods
have an indigenous air around them, and
by eating them we feel a sense of belonging.
Therefore, the consumption of such foods
provides us with a vehicle through which we
legitimize our claim to this land.

mct

My intention is not to stop people from
eating mashed potatoes. Quite the opposite;
by eating foods native to North America we
can perhaps curb the detrimental effect of
globalized food consumption, and mashed
potatoes are delicious. Instead, I seek to highlight how we have internalized this settler
colonial mindset to such a degree that we see
nothing wrong with celebrating these foods
as “authentically American.”
Settler colonialism in the United States has
been so effective that we do not even recognize a frighteningly similar narrative at play
in the Israeli context. On Thursday, Friends
of Israel held an event in the Carmichael
Lounge called “A Taste of Israel.” According
to the event’s flier, the dishes offered that
night were “Moroccan salad, Yemenite jachnun, Bedouin baklava, falafel, and hummus,”
among others. Certainly, these foods can be
found in Israel, and dishes like Moroccan
salad and Yemenite jachnun are linked to the
cultural heritages of many Mizrahi Jewish
Israelis. Additionally, there is certainly a
population of Bedouins that resides within
Israel, and I’m sure their baklava is delicious.
However, how can we celebrate this dish
under a title such as “A Taste of Israel” when
hundreds of thousands of Bedouins were
violently expelled from their land during the
1948 war, and some continue to fall victim to
home demolitions and forced resettlement
at the hands of the Israeli government? The
point is not whether Israelis eat this food.
Rather, there lies within the spirit of this event
a problematic implication that these largely
Arab foods somehow contribute to a national
Israeli culture, even though the state of Israel
refuses to allow its Arab citizenry to participate in the national experience as equals.
What may be seen as a benign celebration of the plurality of identities within Israel
instead serves to distract from this egregious

display of settler colonialism. Events such
as these contribute to the Zionist effort to
assimilate within the Middle Eastern context and realize the colonial dream. As we
begin to view Israel as anything less than a
colonial power, it becomes easier for us to
compartmentalize the human rights violations committed by the Israeli government
against Palestinians, such as those that we
have witnessed over the course of the past
week. We are also better able to accept the
fact that Palestinians and other populations
are continually marginalized by the Jewish
state, simply because they themselves are
not Jewish. By allowing supporters of Israel
to conflate colonizing power with indigenous
populartion, we are committing a type of violence against those that fall victime to Israel’s
oppressive and racist policies.
It is upon us as those who prosper from a
land that is stained with the blood of Native
Americans to confront further instances of
settler colonialism. We have already pushed
the indigenous populations of North America
into reservations that we cannot see and
do not have to confront. Is this really what
is in store for Palestine? Are we going to sit
here idly and watch as the Israeli government forces Palestinians off of their land and
imprisons them within the confines of a wall
in order to physically and mentally compartmentalize their existence?
I carry William Bradford’s surname as my
middle name and am constantly reminded
of my ancestors’ role in the ethnic cleansing
of the American Indians. I will not turn a
blind eye as others follow in their footsteps,
and I implore you to do the same.
Matthew Parsons is a senior majoring in
international relations. He can be reached
at Matthew.Parsons@tufts.edu.

Bottled water is far from pure
Kenny

The Eagle

Banning the sale of bottled water on
campus might seem like an odd way to take
a stand against social injustice, but few people fully understand exactly what they are
sipping from their disposable plastic bottles.
The issues associated with bottled water
and the privatization of water in general far
exceed those of roadside litter and landfills.
The environmental issues surrounding
bottled water are nothing new. Plastic bottles are made from a byproduct of refining oil and, when accompanied with the
gasoline used to transport the bottles from
one place to another, give bottled water a
huge carbon footprint. Also, only 10 percent
of plastic bottles are recycled, sending the
rest to landfills, incinerators and waterways,
according to Food and Water Watch.
One issue students may find particularly hard to swallow is the effect that water
privatization has on human rights in our
global community. Buying bottled water
supports international companies who
have succeeded in privatizing all municipal water in third world countries. The
privatization of Bolivian water has led to a
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doubling of water prices. Many Bolivians
cannot afford the price increase and there
have been mass riots across the nation.
In addition to hurting the global water
system, buying bottled water supports
unjust efforts right here at home. Several
towns in our country have had their municipal water sources claimed and bottled by
big companies like Nestlé, Coca-Cola and
Pepsi. Even during times of drought, these
Americans are forced to buy what used
to be a free resource. Even as they grow
thirsty, the companies continue to bottle.
In a survey administered to the American
University community in October 2012,
one student posed the argument that purchasing bottled water is everyone’s right. In
response, students declared our freedoms
only extend until they infringe on the rights
of others. Everyone has a right to clean, safe
drinking water. This freedom should not be
sacrificed for our luxury of drinking from
disposable bottles while our sinks are filled
with safer, cleaner water.
The most common misconception
about bottled water is its superiority to tap
water. D.C. tap water is checked for bacteria
several times a day and has a water quality report available online. Nationally, tap

water is regulated by the Environmental
Protection Agency under the Safe Drinking
Water Act and is held to higher standards
for safety than bottled water, which is regulated as a food product by the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). Additionally,
the FDA gives the responsibility for safety
checks directly to the bottled water companies, who are never legally required to
release this information.
Also, plastic water bottles contain PETs,
a chemical that is linked with cancer and
reproductive issues. PETs begin to leak
from the bottle and into the water instantly.
The chemicals leak into the water increasingly due to the duration and temperature
at which the bottle is kept. Ironic that the
labels wrapped around those bottles read
“pure,” “clean” and “natural.”
The Take Back the Tap campus group is
working to ban the sale of bottled water
on the AU campus. Our goal is to have
the administration agree to a campuswide ban of bottled water sales. Bottled
water will be available off campus and all
other bottled beverages will continue to
be available for purchase on campus.
Water is life, and life shouldn’t be
privatized.

he implications of Barack
Obama’s renewed status as
President of the United States
are numerous. And, believe it or
not, he’s already gotten down to business on some major issues, including
reforming the tech sector in regards to
cybersecurity.
Though the topic of cyberwarfare
and security were only briefly touched
upon during the election process, these
defense threats are ones Obama has
been pushing to address for the past
two years. And now that he has won
the presidency for the next four years,
he has made it clear that he will not
put the issues of the cyberworld in the
backseat.
In October, Obama signed
Presidential Policy Directive 20, the
most comprehensive federal accomplishment in the realm of cybersecurity. This secretive directive establishes strict guidelines for the effective
actions of federal agencies in response
to cyber attacks.
What’s important is that the directive directly addresses the rut that
cybersecurity has fallen into regarding
offensive and defensive actions — is
it better for us to respond to cyberattacks by launching offensive attacks,
or by building up our defensive networks? Though the directive doesn’t
provide an answer to this question, it
still makes a clear distinction between
“network defense” and “cyber operations,” and emphasizes the necessity
for federal agencies to consult with law
enforcement on defense mechanisms
before turning to the military for offensive approaches.
“Network defense is what you’re
doing inside your own networks ...
cyber operations is stuff outside that
space, and recognizing that you could
be doing that for what might be called
defensive purposes,” said a senior official in the Obama administration.
Policy Directive 20 updates a previous directive that had been put into
effect in 2004 and has served as the catalyst for additional action in the federal government. Currently, the Pentagon
is working on finalizing a set of rules
of offensive action to guide military
cyber operations. However, examining offensive cyber methods requires
much more caution, as offensive cyber
attacks can result in unintended consequences, such as cyber retaliation.
The head of the military’s Cyber
Command, Gen. Keith Alexander,
asserts that offensive cyber mechanisms risks the security of the private
sector systems that control the nations’
critical infrastructure.
This issue becomes even more complicated when looking at the lack of
agreement in Congress over how the
federal government should work to protect the computer systems in private
sector. The Cyber Security Act of 2012,
which was shot down by Congress earlier this year, was again rejected last
Wednesday. However, Obama is considering using executive powers to implement it, regardless of Congress’s indecision. This will be his next obstacle.
The strides that Presidential Policy
Directive 20 made are immense, and
they set an important precedent for
future legislation on the cyber world.
Once one policy comes into effect, its
importance will hopefully encourage
others to follow in creating effective
policy. With this directive, the United
States will no longer be a passive
observer of cyber attack.
Neena Kapur is a sophomore majoring
in international relations and computer
science. She can be reached at Neena.
Kapur@tufts.edu.

Op-ed Policy The Op-Ed section of The Tufts Daily, an open forum for campus editorial commentary, is printed Monday through Thursday. The Daily welcomes submissions from all members of the Tufts community; the opinions
expressed in the Op-Ed section do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Daily itself. Opinion articles on campus, national and international issues should be 600 to 1,200 words in length. Op-Ed cartoons are also welcomed for
the Campus Canvas feature. All material is subject to editorial discretion and is not guaranteed to appear in the Daily. All material should be submitted to oped@tuftsdaily.com no later than noon on the day prior to the desired day of
publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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For Rent - 6 Room 4 Bedroom
Apartment. Walk across the street
to campus. Washer, dryer and
internet. Call 617-625-3021. Avail
June 2013
classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Freshman contribution, senior leadership keys to incredible victory

FIELD HOCKEY

continued from page 1

co-captain Lia Sagerman said. “It has truly
been the definition of a total team effort and
perseverance. We had to earn every win this
season, and to get to this final game and come
away with the ‘W’ was the perfect ending.”
“I just can’t believe it,” head coach Tina
McDavitt added. “We’ve been to the final four
— this is our third time, and losing in double
overtime [in 2008] was devastating ... I knew
we could do it, but getting here has been a
battle. It’s been a tough season. Every game we
had to really earn it, and we did.
Tufts used its depth to overcome each
obstacle and fought its way through to the
final whistle, representative of how the Jumbos
have played all season. Several players bodied
hard shots, while others dusted themselves off
after being taken down hard in transition.
While five seniors led the team throughout
the season, it was freshman forward Hannah
Park who stepped up to knock both goals
in on Sunday. Midway through the second
half, Tufts had used five substitutes, while
Montclair had used just one, and the Jumbos’
trust in one another manifested itself in their
play. On Saturday and Sunday combined,
freshmen accounted for all four of the Jumbos’
goals, as well as two of their three assists.
“This is definitely a dream come-true,” Park
said. “I remember this summer just thinking
how awesome it would be just to make it to
the national championship. Just being here
has been awesome, the entire thing.”
The game was a culmination of a whirlwind
playoff schedule. In the past three weeks the
Jumbos played eight times and won seven,
including five straight elimination games.
Despite a grueling schedule, exacerbated by
freak snow storms and six-hour drives to and
from Geneva, New York, Tufts stayed mentally and physically tough.
“Watching Montclair [in Saturday’s semifinals], I have a lot of respect for [coach]
Beth [Gottung] and her team, and their
awesome, very fit, great field hockey players,” McDavitt said. “I knew it was going to
be a battle but I was also confident in my
team and I knew if we came out to play ...
that we were going to win.”
The Jumbos pressured early and had a
chance for an early lead when Sagerman sent
a cross into senior forward Kelsey Perkins,
who met the ball in front of the cage. The ball
ricocheted around but the Jumbos, unable to
put it in, were awarded the game’s first penalty corner. Junior midfielder Emily Cannon
received the ball on top of the circle and sent
it to freshman midfielder Dakota Sikes-Keilp,
but the duo was unable to find the cage on
consecutive corners.
After their initial control of the team,
things turned bleak for the Jumbos when the
Red Hawks struck first in the 11th minute.
Receiving a corner insert, junior co-captain
defender Sierra Rauchbach sent a ball across
to senior forward Frances Schaefer near the
right side of the cage. Sophomore goalkeeper

Brianna Keenan and senior defender Rachel
Gerhardt blocked Schaefer’s initial shot, but
she collected her own rebound and took a
risky, low-angle shot that slid past Keenan and
into the back corner of the cage.
“[At that point] we just talked about playing
our game,” McDavitt said. “I think this season
we’ve had a lot of challenging games, playing
in the NESCAC. A lot of games, we’ve been
tied 0-0 or down by a goal, and this team has
had to work through that and been able to get
goals later in the game or come back from a
deficit. I just had confidence in them that they
would do that. We talked about just playing
our game plan, working the ball to the outside
and shutting down their key players.”
Five minutes later, the Jumbos converted
on a penalty corner of their own. Sikes-Keilp
received the insert at the top of the circle
and sent a rocket at senior goalkeeper Megan
Bosland. Executing a skill they have worked
on all season, the Jumbos controlled the loose
ball as Park grabbed the rebound and notched
the tying score.
From then on, momentum shifted.
Minutes later, Park looked to double the
Jumbos’ lead as she sent a pass in front of the
cage, but no one was there to receive the ball
on the back end.
Then, with fewer than 10 minutes remaining in the half, Gerhardt delivered the ball into
Montclair’s end and attempted to connect
with Park and sophomore forward Brittany
Norfleet inside the circle. The pass was broken
up, but the Jumbos earned yet another penalty corner.
Perkins inserted to Sikes-Keilp on top of
the circle, and the freshman drove in with
another hard shot. In a heads-up play, freshman midfielder Alexandra Jamison gathered
the deflection and pushed it to Park, who
finished the shot, pushing the Jumbos ahead
of the Red Hawks.
“My goals were both off of corners,” Park
said. “My first one was a rebound off the
goalie, and I was able to get it into the far post.
My second one was a deflection off a shot.”
Trailing 2-1, Montclair tried to force the
issue as the half drew to a close. The Red
Hawks pushed the ball in transition and
earned a quick penalty corner. Receiving the
insert, junior midfielder Jennifer Tafro wound
up and took a strike at goal, but Keenan made
the stop. Montclair grabbed the rebound
and sent another shot on cage, but Gerhardt
backed Keenan up, making a crucial defensive
save on the near side of the cage to preserve
the Jumbos lead.
Seconds later, Keenan would be tested
again as Montclair State was awarded a penalty stroke for a body ball, but the sophomore,
who made a penalty stroke stop in last week’s
quarterfinal win over Bowdoin, stood confidently. Under the pressure, junior midfielder
Stephanie Lewis butchered the strike, sending it wide left of the cage. The Jumbos could
breathe easy again, and neither team threatened in the final five minutes of the period.
After the intermission, the Jumbos looked

to add to their lead with an insurance goal, but
the Red Hawks possessed for nearly 10 minutes. Junior midfielder Stephanie Wan gave
the Jumbos a chance in transition, pushing
the ball up to junior forward Chelsea Yogerst
as she approached the cage, but Montclair’s
defense was able to trip up the forward,
regaining possession.
At a critical moment, the Red Hawks
earned another penalty corner. As the ball
was inserted, Cannon came out of the cage
to make a challenge at the top of the circle.
Tafro slipped by and threaded a shot through
Tufts’ defenders and into the cage. For a
split-second it appeared the Red Hawks had
tied the contest. But in a game-changing
decision, the referees conferred and called
the goal back, citing Montclair’s premature
entrance into the circle.
Montclair went on to earn four consecutive penalty corners in the offensive series,
but struggled to convert. In a tense period of
play, Keenan made three quick stops on the
goal line to deny Tafro and junior midfielder
Brooke Hullings the chance to tie.
That would be the last real shot Montclair
had to pull the game level. In the final 24 minutes, the Jumbos played excellent lock-down
defense and allowed the Red Hawks just a
single shot on goal.
“As always, our forwards played awesome
defense and our backs worked really hard
at breaking up Montclair’s plays before they
reached the 25-yard line,” Keenan said.
“Our defense did a great job of working
together and channeling the other team so
that if one defender got beat, another girl
was right there to stop her. They also did a
great job of stepping up and pressuring the
Montclair offense, and not letting them get
many good shots off.”
In transition, the Jumbos attempted to
push up to Park, but Bosland broke up the
connection, coming out of the cage to kick
the ball away. Tufts continued to push, and as
Sagerman fought to turn the ball in transition,
she was tripped up and taken down hard.
Showing evident signs of pain, the senior
refused to quit and fought through her final
minutes of collegiate play, helping the Jumbos
break into the circle for one last chance to
score. Following an unsuccessful backhanded
shot from Sikes-Keilp, sophomore midfielder Maggie Chapman took a series of corner
inserts, but the Jumbos were unable to connect for a final goal.
Fortunately, they had all they needed. In
the closing minutes, Montclair was called for
several penalties, including a yellow and a
green card. The cards allowed the Jumbos to
use numbers to their advantage, and Tufts
completely stifled the Red Hawks’ ability to
move the ball.
“I just think it was an attitude back there
[on defense],” McDavitt said. “[Senior defender] Liza Wetzel and Rachel Gerhardt and Bri
Keenan are so solid in the backfield, and they
were just determined to keep it out, even
when they had that stroke against us. We were

doing everything we could to keep them off
the board, and it was just a total team effort.”
As the Jumbos controlled possession, the
final seconds resembled a game of laid-back
keep-away more than a national championship game, as Tufts played its man-advantage
out, knowing that an NCAA title was theirs at
long last.
The victory came on the heels of a 2-0 semifinal defeat of DePauw University on Saturday,
during which the Jumbos took down the only
team to have beaten Middlebury this season.
But the final game was a more fitting testament to the Jumbos’ journey over the season
— it showcased their refusal to give up, even
when trailing, and their balanced, team-oriented approach that made them so hard for
opponents to mark and shut-down.
“The game was a total team effort,” Park
said. “Everyone came out ready to play. This
entire season, we’ve been thought of as the
underdogs, but today we proved that we can
accomplish anything.”
For the seniors, the championship was the
culmination of four years of hard work and
disappointment, which often ended in heartbreaking NCAA and NESCAC losses, frequently by a single goal.
“This season has been an incredible ride,
with all its challenges and triumphs,” Perkins
said. “I really can’t think of a more fitting ending. It’s a huge victory, not only for the 22 girls
on our team, but also for our amazing trainers, coaching staff and the members of [Tufts
University field hockey] who came before us
and raised the standards for our program. So
many factors have to align for any team to win
a national championship, and we could not
be happier to represent all the Jumbos, past
and present, with the win.”
In some ways, luck was on the Jumbos’ side
this season. DePauw’s defeat of Middlebury in
last week’s quarterfinals certainly opened up
the field and made the national title theirs for
the taking.
The championship came mainly out of
the Jumbos’ ability to rely on everyone on
the field at any given time, though. Their
grit and depth made them impossible to
defend and dispirit.
“We couldn’t be more proud of our team
or our coaching staff,” Sagerman said. “We
appreciate all the love and support we’ve
received this season from everyone at Tufts,
and we’re so excited to be able to bring this
home for the Jumbos.”
Four years ago, the Jumbos lost to Bowdoin
in a devastating 3-2 NCAA final. Three years
ago, the Jumbos exited in the semifinals. Two
years ago, it was the round of 16 that did them
in. Last year, Tufts did not even get a shot at the
NCAA tournament.
This year, the only bump in the road came
as a 4-1 NESCAC semifinal loss to Bowdoin,
and it was evident on Sunday that the Jumbos’
season opener was nothing more to them
than a pair of numbers on a stat sheet.
Sometimes, a short memory is the
best weapon.

Women’s basketball wins both games at Skidmore Invitational
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from back

gram, has always placed a heavy
emphasis on the defensive side
of the court, and in recent years
her players have exemplified that
message more than ever.
“Defense is always first with
coach and with this program,”
graduate forward Kate Barnosky
said. “I think we showcased that
well this weekend. We came outwith good intensity but still didn’t
play anywhere close to our best.
Our offense still has a long way to
go, but it’s good we can always rely
on our defense.”
Meanwhile, the Jumbos’ offense
was sporadic at best on Friday, but
they managed to put the game out
of reach with a pair of 10-0 runs.

With the score knotted at 10-10
in the early going, Tufts scored 10
unanswered points to take a commanding lead. Skidmore would
finish the half on a 7-2 run to trim
the Jumbos’ lead to 22-17.
Skidmore managed to hang in
the game, but another 10-0 spurt
by the Jumbos midway through
the second frame gave Tufts a
16-point advantage and put the
game away for good.
Sophomore guard Hannah Foley
led a balanced scoring attack with
13 points, while Barnosky put in
seven points and gathered seven
rebounds. Nine different players scored for the Jumbos and 11
recorded at least one rebound.
“We definitely need to work
more on executing our offen-

sive sets, getting the right play at
the right time and making good
passes,” Barnosky said. “And
improving on our foul shooting
and getting to the line is always
extremely important.”
On Saturday, Tufts finished
off a perfect weekend with an
eight-point victory over NESCAC
rival Hamilton. Once again, the
Jumbos’ defense shined, holding
the Continentals to just 38 points
on 23.1 percent shooting.
Tufts pushed its lead to as
many as 13 after a three-point
play from sophomore forward
Hayley Kanner — who earned AllTournament team honors — made
it 39-26 with 9:26 remaining. But
Hamilton was able to keep it close,
pulling to within seven with under

a minute to go before eventually
falling away. Junior Ali Rocchi also
helped the Jumbos’ cause on the
glass, bringing down a game-high
12 boards.
Though they came away with
two victories, the Jumbos still
see room for improvement on
offense.
“I think as time goes on we will
become more comfortable reading one another, specifically on
the offensive end,” Morehead said.
“With more practices and more
time, our offense will come.”
The Jumbos play again Tuesday
when they travel to Colby-Sawyer.
Their first NESCAC game that will
count towards their conference
record is not until Jan. 4 against
Williams at home.

William Butt / The Tufts Daily

Tufts opened its season 2-0 at the
Skidmore Invitational, with sophomore
Kelsey Morehead scoring 11 points.
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Jumbos pick up tie, win, score eight goals
in opening weekend
by

Alex Schroeder

Daily Staff Writer

If the ice hockey team performs in all of its
games like it did in its first two, it will not be
surprising to see the team back in the playoffs come February. And while the Jumbos
were not perfect in their opening weekend —
settling for a tie against Trinity before capturing a major conference win against Wesleyan
— their offensive power and commanding
play are promising signs for the future.
The first of Tufts’ three weekend points
came in a Friday night game against Trinity.
The Jumbos came out with energy in their
first game of the season at the Valley Forum
II, and scored an early short-handed goal
only 2:27 into the game from freshman forward Conor Helfrich.
The Bantams, however, would answer in
the first period and then score two more
goals after the first intermission. Down 3-1
early in the second period, Tufts was able to
regroup after a timeout and show how the
team is capable of maintaining composure,
despite its young roster.
“I thought that it was impressive we were
able to bounce back against Trinity, being
down two goals in our first game of the season,” sophomore forward Tyler Voigt said.
“We had the mental toughness to stay with it
and bounce back.”
“Bouncing back” is an understatement,
as Tufts scored three goals later in the second period to regain the lead in dominating
fashion. Voigt and freshman forward Stewart
Bell each scored on power plays, while senior
defenseman Jared Baker scored an unassisted goal. All three goals came within a 2:34
time period.
“We battled through adversity,” junior
goaltender Brian Phillips said. “The first
game [against Trinity], we were down 3-1
in second period, but we were able to make
it 4-3 Tufts going into the third. It was very
impressive.”
Though Tufts held Trinity back for most of
the third period, a defensive lapse eventually
led to a wide-open Trinity goal in front of the

Alex Dennett / The Tufts Daily

Junior forward Kyle Gallegos scored a hat trick against Wesleyan as Tufts came away from
opening weekend with a 1-1 record.
net that knotted the game up at 4-4. Despite
five shots on goal for the Jumbos in the ensuing overtime period, their first game of the
season ended in a draw.
But the minor setback did not set the
tone for the rest of the opening weekend
play. Back at Valley Forum II on Saturday,
Tufts faced another in-conference matchup
against Wesleyan. The Jumbos returned with
the same explosive offensive prowess and
secured their first victory of the season, 4-2.
“I was really impressed with our physicality in both games,” Phillips said. “With opening weekend, there are a lot of emotions,
and it’s going to be physical. We played at
that level.”
The most impressive work of the
weekend came from junior forward Kyle
Gallegos, who scored a hat-trick against
the Cardinals. His short-handed, powerplay and empty-net goals — along with
an early breakaway goal by sophomore
forward Andrew White that gave Tufts an
early lead for the second game in a row —
proved enough to give Tufts its first win.

Mission will present challenges
FOOTBALL

continued from back

Twenty-four hours earlier, Weaver was
putting together his first 100-yard rushing
game in a Tufts uniform, while Hartmann
was leading the defense with 12 tackles.
Now, with the football season over, they
won’t don the brown and blue again for
almost three years.
Starting next summer, Weaver and
Hartmann will be missionaries and nothing else, every moment of every day, for
two years. To prepare, they attend “mission prep” classes on Sundays, where they
practice teaching and speaking about their
faith. They also talk to family members
— Weaver’s dad and both of Hartmann’s
parents went on missions, Hartmann’s
brother is currently serving in Argentina,
and Weaver’s brother got back from Peru a
few months ago.
Still, no amount of talking can get them
fully ready them for what’s to come.
“Nothing can really prepare you completely,” said Ben Wanamaker, one
of the leaders of the University Ward in
Cambridge. “You do a lot of training before
you go, but there’s no substitute for the
actual experience.”
On top of the spiritual struggle, a twoyear mission can take a huge physical toll.
When Duke left for Washington, he was a
285-pound offensive tackle. In the first few
weeks of his mission, he put on 20 pounds
from junk food. Then, he began losing
weight. When he returned home, he
weighed 198 pounds. Some people didn’t
even recognize him.
“It was definitely humbling to come back
and try to play football,” he said.
There are other challenges, too.
Missionaries are allowed just two phone
calls per year, on Christmas and Mother’s
Day, and they only have access to email
once a week.
But Weaver and Hartmann have no second thoughts about leaving.
“I think there’s a time and place for everything,” Weaver said. “We might get a little
chunky or a little too skinny, depending on
where we go, but we can work that out over
the summer.”

Regardless of what happens to
them physically, their faith will be
tested every day.
“They’re gonna have hard times,” Duke
said. “When someone says to your face,
‘What you believe is false, you’re wasting
your time,’ you really have to be like, ‘No, no
I’m not.’ You really have to be sure in that.”
Now, Duke is as confident in his faith as
ever. After an interview in the Tower Cafe
last week, he reached into his backpack.
“I brought something for you,” he said.
“Have you read The Book of Mormon?”
		
Losing the training wheels
Over winter break,Weaver and Hartmann
will submit their mission papers to the
Mormon church headquarters in Utah. In
late January or early February, they will find
out their destinations.
According to Hartmann, the chances are
slim that any two people in their mission
prep class — there are about 20 — will be
sent to the same place. In other words,
Weaver and Hartmann will most likely be
pulled apart.
But this is just the next step in their
journey. Once again, they will be forced
to adjust.
“When you’re with your family back
home, it’s kind of like you have the training
wheels on the tricycle,” Weaver said. “When
you go to college and the training wheels
are taken off, you can either fall over and get
off the bike or keep riding.”
In that analogy, their impending mission
is akin to riding a unicycle. But Weaver and
Hartmann have the maturity and the confidence to make the leap.
“There’s times when you see them and
they’re like two little eight-year-olds wrestling,” Civetti said. “But then when you
think about the choices they’re making in
their lives, you look at them and you’re like,
‘Wow, those two eight-year-olds are really
like 30-year-olds.’”
For Weaver and Hartmann, those choices feel natural. The Mormon faith is part of
who they are.
“Other people have things that work for
them,” Weaver said. “I think this is just the
right thing for us.”

Another standout of the weekend was
Phillips, who has a difficult task trying to fill
the spot of Tufts’ all-time save leader Scott
Barchard (LA ’12). Phillips made 34 saves in
his first career start against Trinity and then
23 in his second career win against Wesleyan.
The Cardinals were also unable to score on
separate power-play chances in the first period, largely due to Phillips’ strong goaltending.
Tufts’ offensive firepower and strong goaltending have characterized its first weekend
of games. Meanwhile, though, the team is
looking to be sharper in the defensive end of
the ice.
“I think we can improve on the [defensive] back track,” Voigt said. “Guys picking up
opponents and being aware of who’s around
them on defense.”
While the Jumbos have started the season
in strong fashion, they recognize there is
much left to learn.
“We need to tighten up certain things,”
Phillips said. “We have a young team — really
talented, but it will take time to really bring
everything together.”

Jumbos play strong
offensive game
MEN’S BASKETBALL
continued from back

consolation round, a position the team was
not expecting to be in entering the weekend.
The Jumbos came out motivated and
hungry, opening the game with a 22-6 run.
The difference in intensity and focus against
Brooklyn compared to Washington and Lee
was palpable.
“We changed our mindset and played with
the mentality that we simply couldn’t lose,”
Ferris said. “That’s how we got off to such a
quick start. Different guys were scoring the
ball, everyone was getting involved and we
were playing great team defense.”
“The first game was a wake-up call that no
one really expected, so that made everyone
focus a lot more and come out sharper,”
Lanchantin added.
Senior co-captain Scott Anderson led the
charge with a team-high 18 points, and he
was joined in double figures by Ferris with 13
and sophomore guard C.J. Moss with 15.
Despite the offensive outburst, Tufts
found itself up only nine at halftime, and
after an 11-4 Brooklyn run to start the
second half, that lead was cut down to
40-38. However, a Tufts response capped
by a layup from Moss pushed the lead to
14 with eight minutes to go.
Tufts was then able to maintain its lead
thanks to some clutch free-throw shooting from Anderson, Ferris and junior guard
Oliver Cohen who went a combined 8-for-8
in the final minute.
However, Ferris still saw room for improvement after the win.
“We had the same lapses in that game as
we did in the first game and as we did last
year,” Ferris said. “We were up by 16 and
instead of pushing that lead to 30, we let
them cut it to nine at halftime. Teams like
Amherst and Middlebury don’t let teams do
that to them.”
The Jumbos still have some time before they
play teams like the Lord Jeffs and the Panthers
— their first NESCAC game is not until Jan. 4.
Their next opponent is Regis College, which
Tufts will visit on Tuesday at 7 p.m.

Jordan Bean | Sacked

The faded
superstar

H

ow do you judge a player’s
worth?
That’s the age-old question
for general managers across all
sports. Do they pay for the name? What
about for past production? Or are they
predicting the numbers the player will
put up in future seasons?
Each time a superstar hits free agency,
they attempt to outdo those who came
before them. It’s a matter of pride and
self-validation of how a player views his
abilities.
Many times, though, the situation
turns into a catastrophe.
Why is this the case?
By the time a contract expires, a player has already put up his numbers. A
team is paying for what they have done
instead of what they will do. These contracts are designed to pay a player for
only one to three years in their prime
and then shoulder the load of four to
seven years in decline.
When the Yankees signed Alex
Rodriguez in 2007, they paid $275
million for a player who put up hall
of fame numbers for eight years. The
player they were getting was not one
who would give them eight more hallof-fame years. It’s unrealistic to expect
a player to produce sixteen years at
such a high level.
As of late, Rodriguez’s numbers have
not just been dropping, they’ve been in
a full-fledged free fall. He was benched
multiple times throughout the postseason and has lost his status as one of the
elite hitters in the game.
Now the Yankees are stuck paying an
obscene amount of money to a player
worth the league minimum of $480,000
— for five more years.
While A-Rod and the Yankees are
experiencing the worst-case scenario
of this situation — that is, a player who
sees drastically falling numbers while
only in the middle of a long term contract — there is another player I feel
could soon fall into this trap as well.
That player is Albert Pujols.
This past season he and the Angels
completed a 10-year $254 million contract that will pay him $30 million in the
last year at the age of 41. Is there any
among us who thinks that Pujols will be
worth that much money at that age? Do
you think anyone is worth that amount
of money at any time?
The fundamental problem is that
players are being paid for who they
were, not for who they are and will be.
It is a sign of respect from the organization to the player. It is a message to the
fans saying that the team is committed
to winning right away.
It is a mistake.
There are two possible solutions that
can eliminate this problem.
First is that Major League Baseball,
and all other sports with this problem,
place a limit on the amount of time a
player can be signed — for example,
six years. Many of these contracts come
about not because GMs want a player
for this long, but because they fear
another team will give the player the
contract if they do not. Free agency is a
competitive market and there is always
a team willing to make a big splash.
Solution number two is to decrease
the guaranteed money in a contract and
increase incentive-based money. These
contracts weigh down teams because of
the guaranteed money owed to players.
A deal that includes more incentives
would ensure that a team is paying for
the performance on the field, not for
the name of a faded superstar.
I cannot blame the players for
taking the money. If they are being
offered more money and job security
in long-term deals, the best move is to
take it. This one falls on the teams and
general managers. So to those dishing
out the long-term, big-money deals,
you’re sacked!

Jordan Bean is a freshman who has yet
to declare a major. He can be reached at
Jordan.Bean@tufts.edu.
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Men’s Basketball

Field Hockey wins National Championship
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Tufts had mixed results on opening weekend, posting a disappointing loss
against Washington and Lee before rebounding against Brooklyn College.

Jumbos settle for split
on opening weekend
by Jake Indursky

Daily Editorial Board

After winning the Charlie Ryan
Invitational to start last season
and only losing one game in its
first seven contests, the men’s basketball team wanted to get this
year off to a similarly strong start.
However, after splitting their first
two games of the season at the
John K. Adams Tip-Off, the Jumbos
will be looking to regroup, as going
1-1 was not the opening weekend
they were hoping for.
After losing its first game to
Washington and Lee 79-68 on
Saturday, Tufts found itself in the
consolation game of the tournament on Sunday, when it beat
Brooklyn College 74-62.
Despite the win on Sunday, Tufts
was left disappointed, as they came
into the tournament — and the
season — with high expectations
after a 16-9 campaign last year.
“We got punched in the mouth
and crumpled under pressure,”
said sophomore guard Ben Ferris,
who scored a team-high 18 points
against Washington and Lee. “We
showed no grit at all and we all
knew it.”
The “punch” from Washington
and Lee came in the form of a 17-5
run to start the game that left Tufts
shocked by a team that finished
last season with a 13-14 record.
The Jumbos battled back by scoring nine of the next 13 points to cut
the lead to seven with almost eight
minutes left in the first half.
From there, though, the
Generals closed out the half strong
with a three from sophomore forward Patrick O’Connor with less
than a minute to go, pushing the
lead to 15 by a score of 37-22.
Senior center Matt Lanchantin,

who contributed nine points and
seven boards to go along with his
all-tournament selection, attributed the slow start to an inability
for the offense to get comfortable.
“[Washington and Lee] doubleteamed on the ball screens heavily
and we had trouble adjusting to
that since it was the first time we
encountered defense like that this
year,” Lanchantin said. “This prevented us from getting our offense
into motion and led to a lot of
turnovers that resulted in easy
points for the other team.”
Coming into the second half,
the Jumbos knew they weren’t out
of the game, and their goals were
to get stops and limit turnovers,
as well as to play with a sense of
urgency that was lacking in the
first half.
Ferris led the charge to start the
second half, and the Jumbos cut
the Generals’ lead to 10 at 42-32.
But Washington and Lee kept
making the baskets it needed, and
Tufts could not get stops at crucial
moments of the game.
In fact, Tufts failed to get within
eight of Washington and Lee all
half. With the score 49-41 with
under eight minutes to go in the
game, the Generals stomped
out the last comeback attempt
of the game with a three from
guard Jayon McDonald and a
layup from O’Connor to regain a
13-point lead.
“We weren’t able to get stops
on defense at crucial times,” Ferris
said. “We cut the lead to eight and
then became complacent and let
them push the lead back to 10 and
we couldn’t overcome after that.”
The loss left Tufts playing
Brooklyn College on Sunday in the
see MEN’S BASKETBALL, page 11

Women’s basketball

Tufts comes out of
gate strong
by

Zachey Kliger

Daily Editorial Board

Last year, the women’s basketball team dropped its first two
contests before going on to have
one of its best seasons in recent
memory, winning 23 games and
advancing to the Sweet 16 of the
NCAA tournament.
But this season, Tufts wanted
to hit the ground running, and
it did just that over the weekend
at the Skidmore Invitational in
Saratoga Springs, cruising to a
50-30 victory over Skidmore on
Friday before defeating Hamilton
on Saturday, 46-38.
“It’s extremely important to
get off to a good start this season,” sophomore guard Kelsey
Morehead said. “Although we
made strides for our program

last year, winning only motivates
us to push harder every practice
and every game.”
In its opening game against
Skidmore, Tufts capitalized on
stifling defense to pull away from
Skidmore. The Thoroughbreds
never really stood a chance
against the Jumbos’ experienced
squad. Tufts came up with 10
steals and 23 points off turnovers
in the contest to hold the hosts to
just 30 points.
It was the same kind of defensive intensity that catapulted
the Jumbos to such success last
season, when they topped the
NESCAC in points allowed at just
over 46 points per game.
Head coach Carla Berube, now
in her 11th season with the prosee WOMEN’S BASKETBALL, page 10
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In addition to today’s article (see page 1), see tomorrow’s Daily for more coverage of the Jumbos’ run to the top
of Div. III field hockey. Also tomorrow, full stories on cross country, squash, sailing and swimming, as well as Aaron
Leibowitz’s weekly column.

Football

Freshmen balance faith, football

Weaver, Hartmann prepare for two-year Mormon mission
by

Aaron Leibowitz

Daily Editorial Board

On a cool fall Sunday afternoon in
Cambridge, Justin Weaver and Wes
Hartmann are standing outside the
University Ward, posing for a picture.
“Let’s do something sexy,”
Hartmann says, barely cracking a
smile. “Get on my shoulders.”
“Dude, I don’t wanna get on your
shoulders,” Weaver replies.
By now, the two have perfected
their shtick. Hartmann, a linebacker,
plays the funny man, and Weaver, a
running back, the straight man.
Eventually Hartmann gives in, and
the freshmen roommates stand still,
put their arms around each other
and smile. In their free hands, each
holds a small zip-up bag. Weaver’s
is blue and Hartmann’s is red, but
they’ve switched for the picture — it
works better with the lighting.
Inside those bags is the Book of
Mormon. Inside that book is the life
they have chosen to lead.

Why Tufts
While watching a team workout
during his recruiting visit to Tufts
last year, Weaver, who grew up in Salt
Lake City, Utah, asked head coach
Jay Civetti to tell him about some of
his players.
One of them was sophomore Kyle
Duke, who went on his Mormon
mission to Washington state right
after high school.
“[Civetti] said, ‘Oh, this guy’s
kind of interesting — he went on a
Mormon mission,’” Weaver said. “I
was like, ‘Actually, I think I’m gonna
do that.’”
When he mentioned to other
coaches that he would be gone for
two full years after his freshman season, some were taken aback. But
Civetti was different.
“Coach Civetti was saying that he
respects that we decided to do that,
and that it shows what kind of people
we are,” Weaver said. “I liked that.”
Though Civetti didn’t recruit Duke
or Atticus Swett, another Mormon
on the team currently serving his
mission in Budapest, he has created
an environment that is accepting of
Mormon athletes.
“I think it can be a real positive,”
Civetti said. “You’re gonna get back a

Sofia Adams / The Tufts Daily

Weaver and Hartmann make the trip
every Sunday to the University Ward.
20-year-old sophomore who’s experienced things in life a lot different
than your average sophomore or
your average 20-year-old.”
By the time Hartmann flew to
visit Tufts from Orange County,
California, Weaver had already committed. Though Hartmann probably
would have chosen Tufts anyway,
learning that another Mormon was
coming was the icing on the cake.
After that, it was Duke who helped
bring Weaver and Hartmann together.
“I didn’t know there was another Mormon on the team until
Kyle Duke told me in the summer
that we should be roommates,”
Weaver said.
“I don’t know how I got your number,” Hartmann said. “Oh, yeah —
we found each other on Facebook.”
And a friendship was born.
Adjustments
Alcohol, coffee and premarital sex
are three major components of
many college students’ experiences.
Mormon law prohibits all three.
Though Weaver and Hartmann
have come to embrace the lifestyle,
at Tufts they’ve had to make some
adjustments.
“It was pretty rough the first
month,” Weaver said. “I’d always had
friends [in high school] who weren’t
Mormon because I was on the football team, but they kind of tried to
hide things from me that they knew
that I wouldn’t be a part of. I hadn’t
been around a lot of the stuff that
goes on here on a daily basis.”
Hartmann put his experiences
balancing his Mormon faith and
social life at Tufts more bluntly.
“In high school, people are
doing all kinds of things on the
weekends; it’s not expected to be

drinking,” he said. “But here, it’s
like the weekend is drinking and
doing crazy stuff. I’m down for
crazy stuff, just not drinking.”
In addition to resisting the temptations of college life, Weaver and
Hartmann have spent a lot of time
answering questions about their
faith. The most common one: Can
you have multiple wives?
“The answer is no, in case you
were wondering,” Weaver said.
Others ask if they are Christian,
or about what differentiates
Mormonism from other religions;
and, of course, about the limits of
pursuing the opposite sex.
“You can make out with girls,”
Hartmann says.
“That’s still pushing it, though,”
Weaver chimes in.
In their first year on the football
team, Weaver and Hartmann have
had plenty of opportunities to teach
their teammates about their faith.
“If it gets brought up, all of the
sudden you’ll start getting bombarded with questions,” Weaver said.
“That’s a fine thing. I think it’s cool
that people just want to know and
are interested.”
Still, if ever they are feeling alone,
they have the Mormon community
for support. At Tufts, according to
Hartmann, there are 11 Latter Day
Saint students who meet every
Thursday night. At the University
Ward in Cambridge, Mormons from
16 different Boston-area schools
gather each Sunday.
And in Bush Hall, Weaver and
Hartmann have each other.
“It’s kind of nice at the end of the
day to go back home with someone that has the same values and
the same thought process as you,”
Weaver said.
“I think it’s definitely a good
thing,” Hartmann confirmed.
Becoming missionaries
As Sunday church services begin,
Weaver and Hartmann are at the
front of the ward, blessing the sacrament — preparing small plastic
cups of water and slices of bread to
be passed around the room. It’s the
second straight week they’ve done
it, Hartmann says.
see FOOTBALL, page 11

